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Abstract—Research data on the activities of student teams in online learning environments are relevant for evaluating instructional methods, strategies, tools, and materials. For research data sharing and publication purposes, these personal data must be anonymized or pseudonymized as recommended by data protection and privacy policies. This paper addresses issues related to anonymizing and pseudonymizing student data on the Slack teamwork platform, one often employed in educational and business settings. Issues are discussed from two perspectives: data extraction and data transformation. Difficulties and challenges concerning data extraction and transformation are described. The complexities of these two processes are considered, and a starting point for developing more efficient methods is put forward.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data protection has been acquiring more relevance in light of the recently established privacy laws worldwide, such as the European GDPR [1] or the Brazilian LGPD [2]. In educational environments, student data are rich research material [3]. The question is how to conduct research on student data, share results, and still protect personal data of student research subjects. For inclusion in research publications, these student data must be either anonymized or pseudonymized.

The Anonymization process consists in removing any identifiable information concerning personal data. Pseudonymization, on the other hand, replaces real personal information in data records with pseudonyms, limiting personal identification to holders of those pseudonyms’ lookup tables. Both procedures comply with data protection and privacy policies.

Our discussion on anonymization and pseudonymization procedures in this paper derives from our experience in extracting data collected in an online collaborative education instruction [4] platform and in transforming this data [5]–[7]. We used the Slack platform, which is an online teamwork collaborative platform that helps participants communicate in a better-organized manner than more traditional tools, such as e-mail. This article addresses two topics: issues related to data extraction and issues related to data transformation. Data transformation is implemented in compliance with data protection and privacy law principles [8].

II. DATA EXTRACTION ISSUES

Before conducting the data extraction processes, it is necessary to ask students for permission to use their educational data for research purposes, via an informed consent form. This form advises students that their sensitive data will be anonymized or pseudonymized (as appropriate).

This discussion on anonymization and pseudonymization procedures conveys our experience extracting student teams’ data about collaborative work activities on the Slack online teamwork platform.

The Slack platform organizes team discussions as channels. Each channel page has to downloaded and saved as HTML files. A channel may contains non-textual information, requiring content extraction into multiple files. This is our recommended procedure to export and retain the text structure generated by the students’ interaction because it is saved in the same way as it appears on the Slack platform. Another method to extract the content is using a text JSON format provided by the Slack exporting tool. However, in the JSON format the images, messages, and other information uploaded by the students on the Slack platform are not retained. The channel export tool provided by the Slack website is limited in that it can only be used by the student who created the channels, as administrator of the whole Slack workspace. If the teacher/researcher is not granted administrator access of the entire workspace, he/she cannot export the Slack channel data. After data extraction is performed, its transformation can be implemented and the content exported in HTML can be compared against the original content on the Slack platform, to check that no extraction errors occurred. (This can be done as simply as loading the file into a text editor or word processor, e.g. Microsoft Word or LibreOffice text editor.)
III. DATA TRANSFORMATION ISSUES

Slack data transformation is a mostly manual process requiring interpretation of data content and dealing with different kinds of media such as text, images, videos, and audio. In general, in-text data transformations are the easiest to implement, by using computational search and replace of strings. It still requires manual checks, due to misspellings of students’ names when referring to one another, or due to nicknames and similar cases. Other data formats such as images, audio, and video are more laborious to verify for personal data, demanding specific approaches for each file format.

During the data transformation process, it is necessary to check for information that must be anonymized or pseudonymized. The choice between anonymization or pseudonymization depends on the level of privacy and on the research purpose. Data targeted for anonymization are usually those related to sensitive student data, such as family names, addresses, screenshots containing student faces, desktop screenshots presenting personal elements (e.g., contents of email messages), personal files, links enabling access to individuals’ identities, enabling downloading of student project files, etc. Data targeted for pseudonymization concern less sensitive aspects, which must not be rendered public but are relevant for research purposes. For example, to retain an association between distinct individuals and specific sentences, assignments, and other items, while not disclosing those individuals’ identities. A common approach is to employ pseudonyms (hence “pseudonymization”) with student names being replaced by labels such as [S1, S2, S3...]. Other kinds of data are approached similarly: for example, teacher names replaced by [T1, T2, T3...].

IV. DISCUSSION

The process of extracting and transforming data from the Slack platform is mostly manual, as mentioned above. Technological barriers include choosing the best text editor to replace strings and a method to find and replace information. The transformation process can require difficult judgement and much attention to which content must be anonymized or pseudonymized. Some contents contain spelling errors or incomplete information patterns. For example, a project named My Great Secret Project may appear as My Grat Sreter Project or Great Secret Project or yet Secret Project. Another difficulty derives from semantic and contextualization features of tokens to anonymize. For example, suppose we have a pseudonymization lookup table: [Anne(name) - S1(code)], [Mia - S3(code)] and [Marianne(name) - S7(code)]. We have to prioritize the token Marianne, otherwise it could be replaced by MariSi or S3nne, not S7. Other prioritizing problems could happen if we added another token such as [Anne Maria(name) - S2(code)].

Another issue concerning the transformation process is when some data has to be aggregated, for instance, if some students do not authorize the use of pseudonymization codes to replace their names but we need to count the name of the student in some statistics, so an identifier must be applied to the students’ names, for example, “[aggregated student]”.

V. CONCLUSION

Due to data privacy laws, such as the European GDPR and the Brazilian LGPD, researchers need to find ways to implement anonymization or pseudonymization procedures in research data. This necessity is impacting the software solutions nowadays and forces the developers to do maintenance on a lot of legacy software.

The online teamwork collaborative platforms, such as Slack, could include tools to help the process of anonymization and pseudonymization, such as the students’ names or some other specific research data, during the exportation process. The improvement of data extraction and transformation tools can help researchers to extract and transform research data more effortlessly and simplify the process of anonymization and pseudonymization.

We have provided examples of current shortcomings and pitfalls conducting this process on Slack platform teamwork data.
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